
MATHEMATICAL PRINCIPLES UNIFYING GENERALRELATIVITY AND QUANTUM MECHANICSIvanhoe B.Pestov yBogoliubov Laboratory of Theoretical Physics, Joint Institute for Nuclear Research, 141980Dubna, Moscow Region, Russiay E-mail: pestov@theor.jinr.ruAbstractSubject of present announcement is uni�cation of General Relativityand Quantum Mechanics into an uni�ed full theory, which will benamed here as General Quantum Mechanics. To have objective na-ture and absolutely rigid structure the theory should be absolutelyfree of any outer conditions, especially of observers. The main goal(and result) of General Quantum Mechanics is creation of the newconceptual basis that provides full understanding of the physics ofthe so-called elementary particles and cosmology. in the framework ofunique structure.Our intention here is to exhibit the key points of GR and QM uni�-cation. It is widely accepted that this is the most actual problem ofmodern physics. Uni�cation is fundamental problem because in theanother case we will not be able to �nish building of Babylon Tower.1 General PrincipleFrom the principle of general covariance and uncertainty principle (notionof trajectory disappears in quantum theory of particles) it follows that co-ordinates have no physical meaning both in GR and QM and this is a veryimportant common basis of the uni�cation. From this it follows that onlyGeneral Principle of GQM reads: Physical Space is smooth manifold becausethis structure does not distinguish intrinsically between di�erent coordinatesystems (the principle of general covariance is naturally included into thisnotion. (framed manifold and manifold) Framed manifold emerges when theconnection between physical space and physical �elds is established.Smooth manifold consists of topological manifold and di�erential struc-ture de�ned on it. It is known that a topological manifold always admits1



di�erential structure if and only if its dimension is not larger than four. Weconclude that dimension of physical space can be equal 2,3 or 4.The conceptual structure of GQM includes the following foundational no-tions: concept of really geometrical quantity i.e., quantity connected withthe geometrical structure of physical space; new �eld concept of time as thecornerstone of any dynamical theory; concept of geometrical internal sym-metry which comes in after the introduction of really geometrical quantitiesto make these quantities variable.2 Concept of Really Geometrical QuantityThe guide principle of geometrization and uni�cation reads: the geometricalstructure of physical space (points, curves, congruences of curves, familiesof curves) determines a very restricted set of really geometrical quantities(fundamental �elds) and along with that a geometrical internal symmetrythat make these quantities variable. The set of geometrical quantities thatare connected with the geometrical structure of the physical space is very re-stricted since it is de�ned by the natural functionals and systems of ordinarydi�erential equations.Let us enumerate really geometrical quantities:1)the positive de�nite Riemann metric gij ;2) the linear (a�ne) connection P ijk;3) the scalar and covariant vector �elds, antisymmetric covariant tensor�elds. For our goals it is useful to show the last set of �elds as 2n�tuple(n = 2; 3; 4) A = (a; ai; aij ; � � �aijk���l):This is very small zoo of the really geometrical quantities should be su�cientfor understanding of everything.List of physical �elds: 1) Gravitational �eld with potential gij ;2) General electromagnetic �eld with potential P ijk; 3) Spinning �eld withpotential A = (a; ai; aij ; � � �aijk���l):By de�nition, the geometrical internal transformations come in after theintroduction of really geometrical quantities to make them variable. Thegeneral role of this symmetry can be outlined as follows: geometrical in-ternal symmetry makes the really geometrical quantities variableputting in correspondence a given quantity some new quantity. To2



be "observable" it should be broken and being broken it leaves atrace in the form of di�erential equations for these quantities thatdescribe all e�ects connected with internal symmetry.Spin symmetry is geometrical internal symmetry that describes such phe-nomena as spin. Being broken, spin symmetry designs equations of spinstaticand spindynamics. Spin symmetry group is general linear group GL(2n;R)that act in the space of the spinning �elds. It can be shown that this grouphas a structure of the direct product of two groups of the same structureGL(2n;R) = S � ~S:This result express in the abstract form that spinning �eld has internalangular momentum and magnetic momentum.3 Concept of TimeIn geometry there is no motion, which is tightly connected with the conceptof time. Since, in general, coordinates have no physical sense, time shouldbe �rst introduced into the theory as really geometrical quantity. This is�rst observation. Further, the quantum-mechanical causality shows clearlythat all dynamical laws of undisturbed systems have the following form: therate of change with time of certain quantity equals the result ofaction of some operator on this quantity. The rate of change withtime is the operator of evolution which de�nes causality in the �eldtheory. In general, the coordinate independent de�nition of therate of change with time of �eld quantity cannot be given withouta new �eld concept of time. The idea that the time is a scalar �eldwas put forward suggesting, by way of justi�cation, a self-consistent theoryof �elds which does not depend on outer conditions. In GQM the propertiesof time and physical space are not de�ned by the properties of devices andby the methods of measurements. Let me remind that GQM should be freefrom any external conditions.The temporal �eld with respect to the coordinate system u1; u2; u3; u4 isdenoted by f(u) = f(u1; u2; u3; u4): The gradient of the temporal �eld (thestream of time) is the vector �eld t with the components ti = (rf)i =gij @f@uj = gij@jf = gijtj ; where gij are the contravariant components of theRiemannmetric (1). The rate of change with time of some quantity is the Liederivative with respect to the stream of time t and the symbol Dt denotes3



this operation. For the rate of change with time of the temporal �eld itselfwe get Dtf = ti@if = gij@if @jf: The temporal �eld obeys the fundamentalequation : Dtf = (rf)2 = gij @f@uj @f@uj = 1: (1)which means that time ows equably. The other possible operator of evo-lution has the form of covariant derivative in the direction of the stream oftime. This operator is denoted by rt = tiri; where ri is a covariant deriv-ative with respect to the connection that belongs to the Riemann metricgij :Stream of time de�nes fundamental discrete symmetry, the symmetry ofthe right and left or bilateral symmetry. This symmetry is the fundamentalrealization of the concept of geometrical internal symmetry. A pair of vector�elds v and v has bilateral symmetry with respect to the stream of time ifthe sum of these �elds is collinear to the gradient of a temporal �eld and theirdi�erence is orthogonal to it, v + v = �t; (v; t) = (v; t); where (v;w) =gijviwj = viwi is a scalar product. In components, we have vi = 2(v; t) ti �vi = (2titj � �ij)vj: Thus, the bilateral symmetry may be represented as alinear transformation vi = Rijvj ; where Rij = 2titj � �ij: This transformationis natural to call reection. For the metric we get gij = gklRkiRlj = gij :The bilateral symmetry de�nes the causal structure and gives the straight-forward method of introduction of temporal �eld into the Lagrangian ofphysical �elds.4 Static and DynamicsFrom the new concept of time it follows directly that there are phenomenaoutside the time (in this case a temporal �eld is simply absent and systemin question is at absolute rest). In GQM this take the form of two divi-sions: Statics and Dynamics. Statics de�nes the laws of the initial statesof dynamical processes and, hence, initial states by itself. Only in this caseGQM can be considered as absolutely closed structure free of any outer con-ditions. The connection between Statics and Dynamics is very simple. Weconsider the 3- dimensional physical space in the Statics as an initial spacecross section of 4-dimensional physical space in the Dynamics. Due to thisthe problem of initial singularity disappears. The Big Bang is simply transi-tion from a timeless state to a dynamical state (as a release of the potential4



energy of a timeless system). The inverse process is also possible.5 Some Results of Uni�cation1) It is shown that spinstatics and spindynamics consist the essence of thephysics of elementary particles.2) It is discovered that in the Universe there is two causal structure. Oneof them is de�ned by the general solution of the equation of temporal �eld.The another solution and new causal structure emerges as special solutionof this equation. The second solution represents the essence of the so-calledstrong interactions.3) The role of the gravitational �eld in the physics of elementary particlesis recognized since the bipolar structure of the spin symmetry (spin) cannotbe discovered without gravitational �eld.4) The problem of dark energy is solved. Dark energy is simply the en-ergy of the gravitational �eld. It is shown that in the case of the Universe�lled only gravitational energy the potential energy of the gravitational �eldis strictly positive and, hence, in this case we have repulsion that is observed.5) The Problem of Dark matter is solved. The Dark matter is heavylight that interact only gravitationally. Heavy photons is quants of gen-eral electromagnetic �eld. Massless photon represent singlet state of generalelectromagnetic �eld.6) The problem of electric charge is solved. The operator of electric chargeis found. This opens only real possibility to understand the electron-muonpuzzle.7) The problem of con�nement can be treated as existence of secondcausal structure.8) The most general form of the law of energy conservation is discovered.9) The equations of the gravitational �eld, the spinning �eld, the general5



electromagnetic �eld are derived.The observer himself can use GQM as a unique instrument to learn moreobjective information about the physical phenomena itself, and to �nd newcreative approaches and innovative possibilities for his own goals. The cal-culations and any activity can be fruitful only on the reliable basis of un-derstanding that GQM provides in full measure.
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